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No matter how big or small an employer might be, when a work injury
occurs, our clients have immediate obligations and can face
significant exposures. Our Workers’ Compensation defense attorneys
are here to help with these issues.
Our attorneys represent and defend employers and their workers’
compensation insurers, and self-insured employers in every aspect of
work-related injury claims, including workers’ compensation
subrogation and Medicare compliance.
Our Workers’ Compensation attorneys recognize each workers’
compensation claim presents a unique set of facts requiring tailored
investigation and analysis. Our experience teaches us that some
claims can be resolved quickly while other claims are more complex
and require alternative resolutions. We know work injuries do not
occur in a vacuum and can involve employment and contract issues
as well as an employee’s personal struggles and we consult with
colleagues in our firm’s other practice groups, corporate counsel, risk
managers, supervisors, and our clients to navigate the various issues
and achieve the best results.
As litigators, our attorneys use their backgrounds and prior
experiences to deliver creative, aggressive, comprehensive, and costeffective defense strategies. As counselors, we collaborate with our
clients to mitigate claim exposures while also providing proactive
recommendations to prevent and/or minimize future risks and losses.
Our attorneys are available and responsive and we maintain close
communication with our clients throughout the life of a claim.
However, we are also available to assist clients with general
questions.
We take pride in the relationships we build with our clients and believe
open and frank discussions when developing and implementing
defense strategies are necessary to achieving positive results.
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